
6.

In the case of the supplier's own returnable packaging, the supplier is responsible for availability. If the supplier's own reusable 
packaging is damaged or not returned, the supplier has to complain immediately and can charge Jopp for this. This complaint 
has to be made and proved immediately after receipt of the goods. 

The supplier is obliged to name the load carriers on each delivery note. Differences on the Jopp Container Account caused by 
incorrectly listed load carriers on delivery notes will be invoiced to the supplier either after inventory or after the project has 
been completed. If available the Jopp empties numbers have to be stated on the delivery notes.
If the load carrier exchange partner is not the direct supplier but a third party (forwarding agent or similar), Jopp keeps an 
account directly with this partner. This is to be defined under "Packaging description".

12.

Damaged packaging must, without exception, be blocked for further use by the user/detector of the damage and the owner 
must be notified. Guideline for damages VDA4500 Damage Catalogue.

General handling of KLT's according to VDA4500 KLT and VDA4504 ESD KLT

8.

9.

10.

The supplier also has a delivery obligation in the event of a shortage of load carriers.
If reusable packaging is not available, the supplier must deliver in the alternative packaging specified in the packaging data 
sheet. Alternative packaging must be available at the supplier for a supply of at least 2 calendar weeks. 

5.

7.

The supplier has to lable clearly the collective package with a machine readable lable according VDA4902.

If the cleanliness of the package (acc. Point 1) don´t  fullfill Qualityrequirements of the packaged material, the supplier is 
responsible and cost bearer for cleaning the reusable package.
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2.

Reusable packaging is provided or dispatched "broom-clean" (loose packaging residues must be removed)1.

3.

If you have any questions regarding this logistics specification, please contact your responsible lead buyer, STA or the site logistics department

4.

For load carriers with appropriate holding devices, these must be used. Mounting according to VDA4500 KLT. The application 
of self-adhesive labels or labels with other adhesive media is property damage and the costs incurred by Jopp as a result must 
be borne by the supplier!

All reusable packaging movements between the supplier and Jopp's plants must be recorded in reusable accounts by means 
of so-called double-entry bookkeeping.

11.

If containers (load carrier + parts carrier) have been agreed, the entire container must be blocked in the event of failure of one 
parts carrier until the container is completely refilled with repaired or new parts carriers.

In the event of an increase in capacity, the supplier is obliged to independently notify the additional demand for reusable 
packaging in good time.
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